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It is with delight that we say farewell to 2020, and I am thrilled to enter 2021 by 
featuring an article written by JRBS member Sam Ellenport of Belmont, Massachusetts. 
“A Leather Covered Harpsichord” recently appeared in the Guild of Bookworkers 
Journal (vol. 49), and is here reprinted with permission. While it is not about books, 
much less Rhode Island, it is a great example of how the work we do with books 
sometimes pulls us in unexpected and fascinating directions. 
 
Samuel Ellenport (b. 1943) was educated at Amherst College, Brown University, and 
Oxford. He taught history at Suffolk University before buying the Harcourt Bindery in 
Boston in 1971, which he ran until it was sold in 2008. Sam continues binding, writing, 
and teaching from his studio now named Chagford Antiquarians. Sam remains an active 
book collector with a deep interest in the history of bookbinding; his extensive library of 
bookbinding materials is now at Emory University. Among his writings are The Future 
of Hand Bookbinding (1993) and Reflections of Two Craftsmen (2012). Sam was 
instrumental in establishing the bookbinding program at the North Bennet Street 
School in Boston. 
 

A Leather Covered Harpsichord 
 
The history of our craft is usually expressed in a straightforward way. There are lists of 

individual binders’ dates and biographies, descriptions of decorative styles by time 

periods or locales, listings of work done by place, date, and name, binding provenance 

and other tracings of ownership. Manuals of technique take the same linear approach. 

Yet it is often the anecdotal stories that catch our interest, illuminating what we do or 

are asked to do by patrons and clients. The creation of a leather covered harpsichord is 

such a story. It took place in the late 1970s, and sheds light on how discrete some areas 

of collecting can be. The story also illuminates the odd requests found within our craft, 

without going beyond the use of common and traditional techniques. If this anecdote 

can be categorized, it would be under the heading “Economics of Desire.” 

The Harcourt Bindery was a quality shop located in Boston since its founding in 1900, 

and enjoyed a national reputation and clientele. When I bought the company in 1970 

from Fred Young there were four employees. Yet even then it was the largest commercial 



   

 

hand bindery in the United States doing fine leather work. Its clientele was roughly 

divided into thirds: 1/3 were publishers, gifting authors with leather bound copies of 

their books and doing some limited edition work in leather; 1/3 was comprised of rare 

book dealers for whom we did restorations and boxes, as well as high-end bookstores 

such as Brentano’s, Scribners, Marshall Fields, and Lauriat’s who sold leather bound 

books as gifts. The final third was a catch-all including churches, individuals, 

universities and schools (prize books mostly), and a few other odd categories such as 

leather wine lists and menu covers. Harcourt did not produce necessities, working for a 

refined and sometimes rarified clientele. The business was heavily dependent on the 

strength of the economy. 

The oil crisis between October, 1973 and March, 1974 saw the U.S. economy contract 

swiftly. Dependent on a luxury market, companies such as Harcourt felt the effects 

dramatically. The stock market continued to fall and at best stabilized through the rest 

of the 1970s, and I felt the need to find new revenue streams. I expanded Harcourt’s 

effort to capture new markets by establishing a school to teach binding through classes 

and workshops, a forerunner to the program at the North Bennet Street School in 

Boston. I began buying larger quantities of materials, retailing surplus supplies to the 

individual binders who had difficulty importing small quantities of quality materials 

from Europe. When the economy stabilized in the late 1970s, Harcourt had survived and 

grown to 8 employees with a clear need to expand its business further. I approached 

camera shops in regard to making leather bellows for large cameras, as well as organ 

making shops (bellows again). We made a few for larger, commercial cameras. Harcourt 

made small leather gift boxes with onlays which I tried to market to jewelry outlets.  And 

we sold vellum to harpsichord makers for use in their soundboard roses.  

A local harpsichord maker in 1978 put us in touch with a collector of unique musical 

instruments. He was in the process negotiating the commission of a copy of an early 

harpsichord which he wanted covered with gold-tooled morocco. Harcourt was asked to 

cover the carcass of the instrument with leather before the final keyboard was 

completed. As a harpsichord player, I expressed the opinion that the leather would 

possibly alter the sound, that I had never seen a leather covered harpsichord nor heard 

of one. He agreed that the sound might be a problem, and confirmed that his research 

also had discovered no such leather covering…which would make this instrument 

unique. 

The harpsichord was duly commissioned. While waiting for the shell to be completed, I 

took a trip to England to visit suppliers. As the largest American client of Hewit and 

Sons they were definitely on my list, and I duly paid a visit to Hewit’s London office 

which was adjacent to the knackers’ shops around Farringdon St. near the old City 

Walls. I was also buying leather from Harrold Leather Works, one of several tanners of 

exotic leathers working in Bermondsey (South London); they and others were later 



   

 

forced to leave that area over environmental issues due to the disposal of their tanning 

liquors. Another stop on my list was a visit to Simon Lawrence, who ran his incredible 

paper supply shop located in Bleeding Heart Yard, just off Hatton Garden. And on that 

trip I also stopped by St. Bride’s Printing Library just off Fleet Street, and duly paid 

homage to the collections at the British Library and the Victoria & Albert Museum.  

At the V&A Museum I was gobsmacked when I saw what appeared to be a gold tooled 

leather covered harpsichord displayed in the music room! I sought out the docent who 

told me that historic harpsichords were often housed in decorated cases which protected 

them during travel. As they say in England, “the penny dropped” and things now made 

sense. A band of musicians would move from court to court, or concert to concert, pack 

up their instruments in a suitably decorated case against the vagaries of travel, then 

remove them and set them up when they prepared to play. The cases were really fancy 

valises, decorated and shiny, reflective of the status of their patrons. This harpsichord 

and case is in the V&A’s collection. 



   

 

 

Image 1: from the collection at The Victoria and Albert Museum. 



   

 

 
 
Image 2: Detail of the gold tooling. The Victoria and Albert Museum 

Returning to Boston with this new information, I called my client and the harpsichord 

maker. I explained the purpose of the fancy protective instrument case and offered to 

create one similar to what I had seen. The mystery of a harpsichord covered in leather 

seemed to have been solved. But the answer came back a resounding NO. In my client’s 

eyes, a leather covered instrument would be unique. I worked out our leather needs with 

my foreman, the late Joe Newman, and ordered nine skins of bottle green morocco, a 

color complementing the artistic designs on the soundboard, from Mr. Barlee at Hewit 

and Sons. 

The following pictures were taken during the process of covering and decorating the 

harpsichord’s shell, also known as a “carcass” (image 3). The project took a week, 

including drying time.  



   

 

 
Image 3: the carcass of the harpsichord as received, with painted soundboard. 
 

There are no goatskins large enough to cover the lengths of the carcass, so beveled joins 

had to be made where pieces of leather were joined. Image 4 shows the author skiving a 

45-degree angle at the end of each length of leather. The ruler serves two purposes. It is 

a guide for the knife, a technique used when paring bevels for inlays and doublures. The 

ruler also keeps the leather flat over the length of a long skive. 



   

 

 
Image 4 
 
Images 5 and 6 show the placement of the pasted leather onto the harpsichord shell by 

the author and Joe Newman. Pasting the leather with wheat paste was similar to pasting 

leather for bindings. The leather in image 5 is held in place by masking tape which 

blends so well with the wood that the leather appears to have a ragged edge. 

 



   

 

 
Image 5 

 

 
Image 6 

 



   

 

 
Image 7: the pasted panels on the shell of the harpsichord 



   

 

 
Image 8: Joe paste washing the leather before applying a traditional egg-white size prior 

to laying gold leaf and tooling.  

I was not aware of Coe’s wheels at this time, so all the gold leaf was cut by hand and 

transferred from the gold cushion to the leather in the traditional manner. A Coe’s wheel 

uses ribbon gold, available in widths from 1/8” to 3 1/8.” It is a device that unspools the 

gold leaf onto the prepared surface; the size helps pull the leaf from the roller. For long 

narrow borders this technique is ideal as there are huge savings in time with a minimum 

of wasted gold lost in trying to cut thin strips from sheets of gold and transferring them 

to the leather. The rolls of ribbon gold leaf, regardless of width, are 66 feet long. One can 

roll a length up to 66 feet in less than a minute.  



   

 

 
Image 9: Joe laying gold leaf on the gold cushion. Note that the gold cushion is long 

enough to comfortably lay out 4 leaves at one time. 



   

 

 
Image 10: Joe laying gold leaf by hand after the leather was sized. 

 
Image 11: Joe tooling a series of repeated center tools onto the leather 



   

 

 
Image 12: Joe using a decorated roll to tool a border. 

Joe is bringing up a shine on the leather using a heated barrel polisher (image 13). It is 

worth noting that the barrel polisher is shaped like a true barrel and is not cylindrical. 

When used correctly, the barrel shape makes it easier to avoid a mark, as the ends of the 

polisher should never touch the leather. You cannot see in the still image that the 

polisher is used in a figure 8 motion, to avoid streak marks. 

 

 



   

 

Image 13: Joe polishing the tooled leather after removing excess leaf. 

Images 14 and 15 show finished panels in their shining glory. 

 

Image 14 

 

Image 15 



   

 

 

Image 16: Joe (left) and the author with the decorated leather shell. 

The project offered no particular challenge aside from the care necessary in handling the 

harpsichord’s shell. Most time-consuming was planning the layout of the design for 

tooling. The leather attached with paste to the wooden shell was very similar to leather 

on books; no special tooling adjustments had to be made. We did not make templates, 

but marked out the design patterns directly on the leather, just as we had been doing on 

book covers of the shop’s full leather bindings. The design repeated, so careful 

measurement was more important than any other aspect of the project.  

In retrospect, this seems a senseless project. Yet it was a harmless one. No book was 

altered, damaged or defaced. I saw no ethical issues with the project which simply 

pleased one man’s ego in his following the dictates of the economics of desire. 
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